We consider a service system where agents (or, servers) are invited on-demand. Customers arrive as a Poisson process and join a customer queue. Customer service times are i.i.d. exponential. Agents' behavior is random in two respects. First, they can be invited into the system exogenously, and join the agent queue after a random time. Second, with some probability they rejoin the agent queue after a service completion, and otherwise leave the system. The objective is to design a real-time adaptive agent invitation scheme that keeps both customer and agent queues/waiting-times small. We study an adaptive scheme, which controls the number of pending agent invitations, based on queue-state feedback.
INTRODUCTION
This model is a generalization of that in [9, 7] . It was originally motivated (see [9] ) by applications to call/contact centers [1] , where what we call agents are "special agents", or "knowledge workers," whose time is expensive, so that it is inefficient to have them working fixed shifts, with inevitable periods of idle time due to random fluctuations in customer demand. It is much more reasonable to invite them on-demand in real time; however, designing an efficient agent invitation strategy is non-trivial due to randomness in agent behavior. Besides efficiency (in terms of minimizing customer and agent waiting times), another highly desirable feature of the invitation scheme is simplicity and robustness.
Permission to make digital or hard copies of part or all of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for third-party components of this work must be honored. For all other uses, contact the owner/author(s). The model we consider is generic and has other applications, or potential applications. One example is telemedicine [2] , in which case "agents" are doctors, invited on-demand to serve patients remotely. Another example is crowdsourcing-based customer service [3] . Also note that the model has relation to classical assemble-to-order models, where customers are orders and "invited agents" are products, which cannot be produced/assembled instantly. The model is also related to "double-ended queues" [5] and matching systems [4] ; although in such models arrivals of all types into the system are typically exogenous, as opposed to being controlled.
We study a feedback-based adaptive scheme of [9, 7] . We consider the system in the asymptotic regime where the customer arrival rate becomes large while the distributions of an agent response times and a service time are fixed. We show convergence of the fluid-scaled process to the fluid limit (Theorem 1). The fluid limit trajectories have very complicated behavior -there are two domains where they follow different ODEs, and a "reflecting" boundary. This poses big challenges for proving global stability of the fluid limits, understood as the convergence of their trajectories to the equilibrium point, at which the queues are zero. Given that, the focus of this paper and our main results concern the system local stability at the equilibrium point, understood as the stability of the dynamic system which describes fluid limit trajectories away from the boundary. We use the machinery of switched linear systems and common quadratic Lyapunov functions [8] to obtain our main results (Theorem 2), providing sufficient local stability conditions. The details of our model, results, proofs, conjectures and numerical/simulation experiments are in [6] .
MODEL AND ALGORITHM
Customers arrive according to a Poisson process, and join the customer queue waiting for an available agent and are served in the order of their arrival. There is an infinite pool of potential agents, which can be invited to serve customers. Once being invited, an agent joins the agent queue after a random, exponentially distributed, time with mean 1/β. The customer and agent queues cannot be positive simultaneously: the head-of-the-line customer and agents are immediately matched, leave their queues, and together go to service. Each service time is an exponentially distributed random variable with mean 1/µ; after the service completion, the customer leaves the system, while the agent rejoins the agent queue with probability α ∈ [0, 1). Let X(t) be the number of pending agents that have been invited but have not decided to accept or decline the invitations at time t. We define Y (t) = Qa(t) − Qc(t) as the difference of the number of customers in the agent queue and in the customer queue at time t. Let Z(t) be the number of customers (or agents) in service at time t. The system state can be described by three variables X, Y , Z.
The feedback scheme in [9] maintains a "target" Xtarget(t) for the number of invited agents X(t). Xtarget(t) is changed by ∆Xtarget(t) = [−γ∆Y (t) − Y (t)∆t] at each time t when Y (t) changes by ∆Y (t) (+1 or −1), where γ > 0 and > 0 are the algorithm parameters and ∆t is the time duration from the previous change of Y . New agents are invited if and only if X(t) < Xtarget(t), where X(t) is the actual number of invited (pending) agents; therefore, X(t) ≥ Xtarget(t) holds at all times. In addition, Xtarget(t) ≥ 0; i.e. if an update of Xtarget(t) makes it negative, its value is immediately reset to zero. To simplify our theoretical analysis, we consider a "stylized" version, which has the same basic dynamics, but keeps Xtarget(t) integer and assumes that X(t) = Xtarget(t) at all times; the latter is equivalent to assuming that not only agent invitations can be issued instantly, but they can also be withdrawn at any time. Formally, the stylized scheme is defined as follows. There are four types of mutually independent, and independent of the past, events that affect the dynamics of X(t), Y (t) and Z(t) in a small time interval [t, t+dt]: (i) a customer arrival, (ii) an agent acceptance, (iii) an additional event, and (iv) a service completion with probabilities Λdt, βX(t)dt, |Y (t)|dt, and µZ(t)dt, respectively. The changes at these event times are described as follows: 
